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fold, and the loss on ignition is very much greater. A
comparison of the water supplies of several cities shows
that the Sioux City supply is better than those of Brooklyn,
Boston, and Cincinnati and quite as good as those of
several other cities.
IGNEOUS ROCKS OF THE CENTRAL CAUCASUS,
AND THE WORK OF LOEWINSON-LESSING.
BY CHARLES R. KEYES.
(Abstract.)
In view of the widespread interest that the subject of
the differentiation of rock-magmas is exciting among geolo
gists generally I am led at this time to call your attention
to one of the most recent, and at the same time one of the
most important contributions which has yet been made.
My notice will be brief, and will consist chiefly of an
exhibition of specimens of many of the most notable rock-
types. An explanation of some of the most significant
features will be given. Photographs of some of the most
characteristic rock-masses as they appear in the field will
be shown. These were obtained during a recent trip
through the Caucasus region in company with the Russian
investigator himself, guiding one of the excursions of
the Seventh International Geological Congress.
Although the great work of the Russian petrographer,
F. Loewinson-Lessing, on the Eruptive Rocks of the Cen
tral Caucasus, was issued more than two years ago, the
views advanced are only beginning to get into form
accessible to the majority of English students. The gen
eral interest lies in the discussions of the subjects of rock-
classification and the differentiation of rock magmas.
The classification proposed for the igneous rocks is
chemical. It is based primarily upon the degree of acidity
of the silicate minerals. Four great groups are thus
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established: (1) The ultra-basic rocks, derived from a
monosilicate magma; (2) basic rocks, which had a bisili-
cate magma; (3) neutral rocks, with a magma which was
bisilicate or normal, and (4) acid rocks, in which the magma
was polysilicate. These groups are subdivide'd into four
teen sub-groups and thirty-four families.
In order to find the proper systematic position of an
eruptive rock from the fundamental viewpoint of the pro
posed classification, four factors are considered: (1) The
relation of the oxygen in the silica and that in all the other
oxides taken together, giving what is termed the coemcient
of acidity; (2) the chemical composition, which gives for
each type a distinct formula; (3) the relations between the
two groups of oxides according to their molecular propor
tions, and (4) the relations of the soda and potash in the
alkaline rocks. This consideration of the principles of
classification leads to the proofs of the distinct phases of
fundamental magmas.
Discussion of the differentiation of rock magmas has an
unusual interest. The Russian author calls special atten
tion to the principle of Soret, the action of super-saturated
solutions, the effect of gravity, the principle of maximum
work as proposed by Berthelot, and the reactions of mixed
liquids, as operating in the separation of magmas.
Three distinct kinds of magmatic differentiation are
recognized. They are: Static differentiation, taking place
in the depths of the earth; differentiation by cooling dur
ing ascent to the surface; and crystalline differentiation.
Specific gravity, pressure, and temperature are the chief
factors governing the course of the static kind; while
chemical affinities come into play in large measure only
in crystalline separation.
The role of inclusions of foreign rocks, which has so
long been such an unsatisfactory subject to petrographers,
is explained on the idea that it is only that portion of the
magma yet undifferentiated which affects the introduced
rocks. After thorough assimilation of limestone for
example, a separation of the modified magma takes place.
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One part contains very little lime and the other nearly all
of it. Rock formed from the first mentioned might be a
granite, while from the second would come perhaps a
gabbro.
EVIDENCES OF RECENT UPRISINGS OF THE SHORES
OF THE BLACK SEA.
BY CHARLES E. KEYES.
(Abstract.)
The photographs which I have to show you are to illus
trate some remarkably clear examples of very recent
changes in elevation of the earth's crust. Most of the
pictures were taken in the neighborhood of Sudak, in the
Crimea. The southern coast of this peninsula is very
rugged. It rises abruptly out of the water to a height of
3,000 to 5,000 feet. The waves are constantly eating back
so that in many places the coast land is almost a sheer
precipice hundreds of feet high.
But the point to which attention is particularly called
is the sharply cut benches and narrow beaches which occur
at various levels, from fifty to four hundred feet and more
above the present sea-level. These show, in an excep
tionally fine manner, the action of the waves when the
land stood at a much lower level than now.
Farther to the westward near Cape Violence, not far
from Sebastopol, the country is less rugged than at Sudak;
and often broad plains are found stretching down to the
sea-level. These plains gradually rise to the eastward and
where cut by the waves display sections that show a num
ber of unconformities between the various terranes. Some
of these unconformity-planes appear to extend inland and
to become continuous with well-marked peneplains now
being rapidly dissected.
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